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2
This invention relates to carton filling ma

other of the end portions of the containers en

chines, and has particular reference to a na

gaging the edge of one or the other of the car
ton top and bottom walls and crushing Such Wall
inwardly. A more practical and sure manner of
inserting the containers without danger of crush
ing either the top or the bottom walls of the car

chine for inserting cans or equivalent containers
of the type which have chimes at their ends,
into cartons of the type which are open at their
ends and which have tongues inturned from the
ends of their top and bottom walls for edge en
gagement with the chines of the tWO end COin

tons is first to enter the containers at One end

cornerwise into the cartons and then, While grad
tainers of a row in a carton to retain all of the
ually moving the containers into the cartons, to
O gradually bring them into positions parallel to
containers of the row in the carton.
Generally speaking, the object of the inven
the ends of the cartons while Simultaneously
shifting them longitudinally to Spring . One Or
tion is to provide a practical machine for the
purpose stated which is continuous, rapid and
the other of the carton top and bottom Walls out
reliable in operation.
Cartons of the type referred to usually are fur

Wardly to permit the other ends of the containers
freely to enter the cartons. Accordingly, another

special and important object of the invention is
to provide a machine which is operable to insert

nished by the manufacturer in collapsed, Sub
stantially fiat condition with their tongues ex

tending outwardly from and lying in the planes

the containers into the cartons in the manner

just stated.
of the top and the bottom walls of the cartons.
Therefore, it is necessary to set up or erect the 20 Another object of the invention is to provide
simple, practical means for positively ejecting
cartons into rectangular form and to inturn the
the filled cartons from the pocket elements.
tongues relative to the top and bottom Walls
Another object of the invention is to provide
before inserting the containers into the cartons.
Accordingly, a special and important object of
simple, practical means to automatically stop
25
the invention is to provide a machine for the
the machine in the event the machine should,
purpose stated which includes a magazine to con
for any reason, fail to insert containers into any
given carton.
tain the cartons in collapsed condition and which
frther includes means for ejecting the cartons
It has been found that most positive and effec
Singly from Said magazine and erecting then and
tive cooperation between the carton tongues and
inturning their tongues preparatory to filling 3) the container chimes to insure retention of the
them. With containers.
containers in the cartons is attained by deflect
Another special and important object of the
ing the tip portions of the tongues relative to
invention, particularly from the viewpoint of
the tongues proper so that the edges of said tip
providing for continuous and therefore rapid op
portions engage the container chimes at the bases
eration of the present machine, is to embody in
of the latter. Accordingly, another Special and
said machine an endless series of pocket elements
important object of the invention is to provide
which travel continuously in an endless path and
a machine for the general purposes stated with
Successively receive and have erected therein.
simple, practical means for deflecting the tip por

cartons ejected from the magazine, and further
to embody in Said machine simple, practical
means, operable in response to advance of the

pocket elements along said path, to insert con
tainers into the cartons contained in said pocket
elements.
In packages Such as are produced by the pres
ent machine, the cartons and the containers

contained therein are of Substantially the same
height. Therefore, it is impractical to insert the

containers into the cartons through the open

ends of the cartons while the containers are dis
posed parallel to the ends of the cartons, be
cause of the lack of sufficient clearance between
the ends of the containers and the top and the
botton Walls of the cartons to permit insertion

of the containers without danger of one or the

tions of the tongues relative to the tongues proper

40

for the purpose stated.

With the foregoing and various other objects

in view, as will become more fully apparent as

the nature of the invention is better understood,

the same consists in a carton filling machine'em

bodying the novel features of construction, com

bination, and arrangement of parts and mecha
nisms as are illustrated by Way of example in
the accompanying drawings and which Will here
inafter be more fully described and claimed.

In the accompanying drawings, wherein like

characters of reference denote corresponding
parts in the different views:

Figure 1 is a right-hand side elevation of the

present machine;

2,646,656
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Figure 34 is a perspective view in collapsed
condition of a carton of the type with which the

Figure 2 is a left-hand side elevation of the
present machine;

Figure 3 is a central, longitudinal section
through the machine;
Figure 4 is a top plan view of the carton feed
ing end portion of the machine;
Figure 5 is a top plan view of the carton fill
ing end portion of the machine;
Figure 6 is a fragmentary longitudinal section
On an enlarged scale showing a carton being

present machine is concerned.
In Order that the purpose and, hence, the Con

s

O

fed from the carton magazine into one of the
pocket elements of the machine;
Figure 7 is a View similar to Fig. 6 showing
a carton being erected in one of the pocket ele
ments of the machine;

machine may be more readily understood as the
description of the same proceeds, attention first
is invited to Figure 31 of the drawings which
illustrates a package of the type produced by the
machine. This package, it will be observed, con
Sists of a carton designated generally as A, con
taining a plurality of containers, designated gen
erally as B.
The containers. B are in the for

of cans or

their equivalents Such as are used to contain
beer or other beverages, vegetables, fruits, Soups
Or the like, and are characterized by having at

Figure 8 is a cross section taken approximately
on the line 8-8 of Fig. 3;
Figure 9 is a cross Section taken approximately
on the line 9-9 of Fig. 3;
Figure 10 is a view partly in horizontal sec
tion and partly in top plan of the mechanism

their ends rims or chimes b, in which connection

see also Figures 32 and 33 of the drawings.

The carton A is open at its ends and is Com

posed of front and rear side Walls () and ,
respectively, top and bottom Walls 2 and 3, re
Spectively, and tongues 4 constituting end ex
tensions of said top and botton Walls.

illustrated in Fig. 7, parts being removed to

disclose the underlying structure;
Figure 11 is a longitudinal section showing
the container guiding and feeding rails at the
right-hand side of the machine;
Figure 12 is a longitudinal section showing

struction and mode of operation of the present

25

The carton A is of an internal height corre

Sponding substantially to the height of the con
tainers B and is of a Width corresponding Sub

the container guiding and feeding rails at the

stantially to the diameter of Said containers.
Therefore, the containers are disposed in the
left-hand side of the machine;
Figure 13 is a croSS Section on the line 3-3 30 carton in a single straight row in Side to side
of Fig. 3;
relationship to each other. In this connection
Figure 14 is a cross section taken approximate
ly on the line f4 - 4 of Fig. 3;

the carton may be of a length to accommodate
only two of the containers, or it may be of any
desired greater length to accommodate three or

Figures 15 through 21 are cross sections taken

on the corresponding lines of Fig. 4;
Figure 22 is a longitudinal section through

more of the containers. In the present instance,
it is illustrated as being of a length to accome
modate three of the containers, which is a Suit
able number to embody in a package. ,

the discharge end portion of the machine Show
ing particularly the means for automatically
Stopping the machine in the event the machine
should, for any reason, fail to insert containers
into any given carton;
Figure 23 is a horizontal Section through the
discharge end portion of the machine showing
particularly the means for ejecting filed cartons
from the pocket elements of the machine;
Figure 24 is a cross Section on the line 24-24
of Fig. 3;
Figure 25 is a fragmentary side elevation of
an alternative form of the machine including
means for deflecting the tip portions of the car
ton tongues relative to the tongues proper;
Figure 26 is a cross section on an enlarged

The length of the carton A is such, with refer

ence to the length of a row of containers which
it is designed to contain, that approximately
one-half of each of the two end containers of

the row projects beyond the related end of the
carton.

The tongues A are intined to underlie and
overlie the carton top and bottom Walls 2 and

scale on the line 26-26 of Fig.25;

Figure 27 is an elevation looking to Ward the
inner side of one of the tongue tip deflecting

mechanisms shown in Fig. 26;
Figure 28 is a section on the line 28-28 of
Fig. 26;
. Figure 29 is a fragmentary view illustrating a
tip portion of a carton tongue deflected in ac
cordance with the invention;

Figure 30 is a section on the line 30-30 of
Fig. 26;
Figure 3 is a perspective view of a package
of the type produced by the present machine;
Figure 32 is a fragmentary Section through a
package of the type produced by the present
machine when the tip portions of the cartOn
tongues are not deflected relative to the tongues
proper;

Figure 33 is a fragmentary section through a

package of the type produced by the present
invention when the tip portions of the carton

tongues are deflected relative to the tongues
proper; and

55

13, respectively, and they are of lengths approxi
mately equal to one-half the diameters of the
containers B. Upon being inturned, Said tongues
do not lie flatly against the carton top and bot
tom walls, but tend to Spring a Way from Said
Walls. Therefore, they spring into the recessed
top and bottom portions of the two end con
tainers of a row disposed in the carton and their
free edges come to rest against the inner faces
of the inner half portions of the chimes b of
the two end containers of the roW, thereby lock

ing the two end containers against removal
from the carton and, hence, holding the entire

60 row of containers in the carton.

All portions of each tongue 4 may be disposed
in the same plane, as illustrated in Figure 32 of

the drawings. On the other hand, the tip por
tion 48 of each tongue may be and preferably is
deflected relative to the tongue proper So as to
extend at an inward inclination to the tongue

proper when the tongue is inturned, as illus

trated in Figure 33 of the drawings, thus to

insure most effective holding contact of the free
edges of the tongue tips. With the container
chimes adjacent to the bases of the latter.
The cartons A are Supplied by the manufac

turer in collapsed, substantially flat form with
one of the side Walls and One of the top and

75 bottom Walls Overlying the other side Wall, and

5
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the other of the top and bottom walls, and with
the tongues 4 extending outwardly from the
ends of the top and the bottom Walls in the
planes of said top and bottom walls, as illus
trated in Figure 34 of the drawings. Therefore,
the function of the present machine is, generally
speaking, first to set up or open the cartons, then
to inturn or partly to inturn the tongues 4, and
then to insert the containers into the cartons
through their open ends; also, to deflect the tips
of the tongues should this be desirable.
Referring now to the drawings of the machine,
it will be observed that the machine compriseS a
main frame, designated generally as F, which
appropriately may be composed, as shown, of
right and left hand side plates 5 and 6, re
spectively, suitably connected rigidly together in
suitably spaced relationship to each other as, for
example, by means of cross rods f. In addi
tion, the machine includes a housing, designated
generally as H, which is suitably secured rigidly
to the front end of the main frame F as, for ex
ampie, by means of bolts 8.

6
23, but, during such travel of said pocket ele
ments, serve to maintain them in upright posi
tions.
Above and cooperating with the lower reach
5

in said chain, is a suitable chain tightener 3.
Mounted upon the top of the housing H, ad
jacent to the front end of the main frame F,
is a Suitable magazine, designated generally as
M, to contain a stack S of the cartons A in col

20

Extending transversely of the nain frame F
are two horizontal shafts 8 and 23 which are

In any

Also mounted upon the top of the housing H,
between the castings 32, is a pair of laterally
Spaced, horizontally disposed bars 37 which ex

tend longitudinally of the machine and upon
During operation of the machine, the upper

Which the stack S of cartons rests.

reach of the sprocket chain 23 travels toward the
3. 5

event, the rear shaft 2 is rotatable and has fixed

thereto for rotation therewith a sprocket Wheel
22.

The sprocket wheels 2 and 22 are disposed in

the central, vertical, longitudinal plane of the
machine and are connected together by an end
less sprocket chain 23 to which is suitably se
cured, at evenly spaced intervais therealong, an
endless series of pocket elements 24.

lapsed condition. With the cartons disposed trans
versely relative to the machine, as best illustrated
in Figures 4 and 10 of the drawings. The maga
Zine M may be of any suitable design and is illus
trated in the drawings as comprising a pair of
laterally Spaced castings 32 bolted to the top of
housing H, front and rear cross bars 33 and 34,
respectively, connecting said castings and rising
therefron, a front pair of uprights 35 bolted to
the front cross bars 33 and rising therefrom, a
Single, medially disposed upright 36 bolted to
the rear cross bars 34 and rising therefrom, and
Side pairs of uprights 35' bolted to and rising

from the castings 32.

supported at or near their ends in Suitable bear
ings carried by the side plates 5 and 6 and
which are disposed in a common horizontal plane
near the top of said main frame and adjacent to
its front and rear ends, respectively.
The front shaft 9 preferably is non-rotatable
and has rotatably mounted thereon a Sprocket
wheel 21. If desired, however, said shaft 9 may
be rotatable and the sprocket wheel 2 may be
fixed thereto for rotation thereWith.

23 of the Sprocket chain 23 to take up any slack

40

rear end of the machine. Hence, the pocket ele
ments 24 travel upwardly and rearwardly around
the front Sprocket wheel 2. In this connection,
the vertical disposition of the bars 37 is suitably
above the horizontal plane of the shafts S 9 and
2 to support the stack S of cartons. A so that
Said cartons may be fed successively rearwardly
from the bottom of said stack individually into
the Successive pocket elements 24 through their
Open tops during the latter half of their travel

upWardly and rearwardly around the sprocket
Wheel 2.

Additionally mounted upon the top of the hous

The pocket elements 24 extend outwardly from
the sprocket chain 23 and are duplicates of one
another, each being of substantially U-shape in

ing H for sliding movement longitudinally of the

cross section, open at its sides and top and being
composed of a bottom wall 25 and front and
rear walls 26 and 27, respectively. Said pocket
elements are of internal widths, lengths and
heights corresponding substantially to the widths,
lengths and heights of the cartons. A when the
latter are in set up or open condition.
At the inner sides of the main frame side plates 5 5

tween a position in which its rear end is disposed
slightly forwardly of the stack of cartons A in

machine is a carton pusher bar 38 which is dis

posed horizontally and which is reciprocable be

the nagazine M and a position in which its rear

end is disposed adjacent to the path followed by
the upper edges of the front and the rear walls

of the pocket elements 25 as said pocket elements

travel around the front sprocket wheel 2 .

The pusher bar 38 is slidable between the bars

5 and f 6 are track members 28, 28 which are
right and left hand duplicates of each other and
which may be of any suitable form for coopera

37 and its vertical disposition is such that it may

elements with the upper reach 23 of the sprocket

lowerinost carton is medially defected down
Wardly as shown in Figure 9 of the drawings.
Mounted upon the pusher bar 38 for recipro
cation with respect thereto longitudinally of the

pass freely beneath the lowermost carton A of

stacks
when downwardly,
said lowermost
is not
tion with the pocket elements 24 in any suitable the
in edially
deflected
but carton
is engageable
manner to guide said pocket elements for move Go at its rear edge with the front edge of the lower
ment in a horizontal plane, parallel to the top
most carton of Said Stack to push said lowermost
of the main frame F, during travel of said pocket carton rearwardly from said stack when said
chain. 23. In the drawings, said track members
are illustrated as being separate from and bolted
rigidly to the side plates 5 and 6 and as having
therein guide channels 29, the end portions of
which are concentric with the shaft 9 and 23
and the medial portions of which are straight
and disposed parallel to the top of the main
frame F. At the sides of the pocket elements 24.

are pairs of rollers 38 which travel in said chan

nels 29 and thus not only insure Straight line
movement of said pocket elements as they travel
with the upper reach. 23 of the Sprocket chain

Inacinine is a joiade 33 which, when the lowermost

carton A of the Stack S has been medially de
ected downwardly, is designed to enter between
Said lowermost carton and the carton immedi
ately thereabove to naintain said lowermost car
tion ninedially defected downwardly and to relieve
said lowerinost carton of the weight of the stack

of cartoins thereabove Wihile said lowermost car

2,646,656
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Source of negative pressure air and the vacuum
cup, or Cups, 44.

ton is being pushed from the bottom of the Stack
S. by the pusher bar 33.
Mounted upon a side wall 46 of the housing H
is a bearing 4 in which is mounted for vertical
reciprocation a rod 42 which, at its upper end,

Also mounted at a suitable location in the

housing His an electric Switch which is geared
to the shaft 45, as indicated at 72, for operation
in definitely timed relationship to rotation of said

carries a vacuum head 33 which includes one or

shaft 5 and which is suitably connected to the

more vacuum cups 44. The said vacuum Cup,

or cups, open upwardly and is, or are, disposed
directly beneath the magazine M for cooperation

with the lowermost carton A of the stack S to

10

medially defect said lowermost carton downward
ly. In this connection, in order to permit the

vacuum cups 34 to engage the lowermost carton

A when the pusher bar 38 is projected, the rear
end portion of said pusher bar is bifurcated or

5

slotted as will be noted by reference to Figures 4
and 8 of the drawings.

In suitable bearings carried by the side walls
40 of the housing His rotatably mounted a hori
zontal shaft 45 which extends transversely of said
housing near the bottom thereof and has fixed

ship of the pocket elements 24 relative to each

20

other along said sprocket chain. 23. In any event,
the gear ratio between the sprocket chain 23 and
the Shaft 45 is such, depending upon the spacing
of the pocket elements 24 along said sprocket
chain, that as each pocket element 24 moves
through a predetermined angle during the latter

25

the Sprocket wheel 2 , a carton A is delivered

thereon two eccentric wheels 46 and 47 and a
cam. Wheel i8.

half of its travel upwardly and rearwardly around

A second horizontal shaft A9 extends trans

versely of the housing H forwardly of the shaft

Solenoid valve 67 for controlling operation thereof.
Since the cartons A are to be delivered succes
Sively from the bottom of the stack Sindividually
to the Successive pocket elements 24, and since
One carton is delivered from said stack during
each complete rotation of the shaft 35, the speed
of travel of the sprocket chain 23 and the pocket
elements 24 relative to the shaft 45 is arbitrary
and depends, of course, upon the spaced relation

45 and is suitably mounted in the side Walls of

thereto from the botton of the stack S.

to rock the levers 5t) and 5 and thereby recip
rocate the blade 39 and the pusher bar 38.
The cam wheel 8 is provided with a cam chan
nel 55 in which operates a cam follower in the
form of a roller 56 carried by the rod A2, and
said cam channel is of a form such that it Serves
to raise and lower the rod 42 and, hence, the

Side of the lowermost carton A in the stack S.
Then, when the rear end of the blade 39 is dis

In the foregoing connection, the dispositions of
said housing and has pivoted thereto, at their
the eccentric wheels 46 and 47 and the cam wheel
lower ends, for forward and rearward SWingable
48 angularly relative to the shaft 45 and rela
movement, two levers 50 and 5 , which, at their
upper ends, are connected by links 52 to the blade 3 tive to each other, and the timing of operation
39 and the pusher bar 38, respectively.
of the Solenoid valve 67 by the switch 7, are
Such that as the blade 39 and the pusher bar
Straps 53 embrace the eccentric wheels 46 and
38 are moved forwardly or retracted, the vacu
4 and are connected by links 54 to the levers 58
um head 43 is moved upwardly to engage the
and 5?, respectively. Thus, rotation of the shaft
45 and the eccentric wheels 46 and 4T is effective : Vacuun Cup, or cups, 44 against the under

vacuum head 53 and the vacuum cup, or cups, 44
once during each complete rotation of Said cam
wheel 8 with the shaft 45.
Extending transversely of the main frame F

posed forwardly of the magazine M, the switch

7 is actuated to operate the solenoid valve 67

40

45

at a suitable location is a fixed horizontal shaft

57 which is suitably supported at its ends by the

side plates 5 and 6 and which has rotatably

mounted thereon a sprocket wheel 58 to which is

fixed, for rotation therewith, a smaller sprocket
wheel 59 which is connected by a Sprocket chain
60 to a sprocket wheel 6i fixed on the rear shaft

50

20.

An electric motor 62 for driving the machine

is mounted at a suitable location on the machine

55

to connect the vacuum cup, or cups, 44 with the
Source of negative pressure air and thus cause
Said vacuum cup, or cups, to adhere to the lower
most carton A. Immediately thereafter the vacu
um head 43 is moved downwardly to effect down
Ward deflection of the medial portion of the
lowermost carton. The blade 39 then moves rear
Wardly or is projected into the space between
the downwardly deflected medial portion of the
lowermost carton and the carton immediately
thereabove and thereafter the Switch is actu
ated to operate the Solenoid valve 6 to deny com
munication between the Source of negative pres
Sure air and the vacuum cup, or cups, 44 and to
vent the latter, thus releasing the lowermost car

ton for projection by the pusher bar 38. In the

meantime, said pusher bar 38 has completed its

for Ward or retractive movement So that its rear

as, for example, at the bottom of the main frame
F, and operates through a Speed reduction gear
ing, designated generally as 63, to drive a sprocket

end is disposed forwardly of the downwardly de

flected medial portion of said lowermost carton.
The pusher bar then moves rearwardly and by
engagement of its rear end with the front edge
of the said downwardly deflected medial portion
of the lowermost carton, serves to push said
lowermost carton rearwardly from the bottom of

wheel 64.

60

65 fixed to the shaft 45 is an endless sprocket
chain 66. Thus, operation of the motor 62 is
effective to drive the shaft 20 and, hence, the

65 the Stack S.

Connecting the sprocket wheel 64 with the
sprocket wheel 58 and also with a sprocket wheel

sprocket chain 23 and the pocket elements 24

carried thereby and, at the same time, to drive

the shaft 45.

Mounted at a suitable location in the housing
His a Solenoid valve 67 Which is connected by a
flexible tube 68 to the vacuum head 43 and by a

pipe 69 to a suitable source of negative preSSure
air, such as a vacuum pump 10 mounted on the

As the lowermost carton A is pushed rearward
ly from the bottom of the stack S, a pocket ele
ment 24 moves around the sprocket wheel 2 to
an upwardly and forwardly inclined position to
present its open top to the horizontal plane of
rearward movement of said carton. Thus, as

the said pocket element 24 moves upwardly and
rearwardly during the latter half of its travel

housing H at the bottom thereof, and which is around the Sprocket wheel 2, the lowermost car
effective to control communication between said 75 ton A of the stack S is pushed into said pocket

9
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element. In this connection and as illustrated

nected by links 80 to lever arms 81 on the shafts

in Figtre 6 of the drawings, the timing of rear
ward movement of the pusher bar 38 and, hence,

of rearward movement of the lowermost carton

A with reference to advance of the pocket ele

ments 24, is such that the rear edge of the lower
most carton reaches the lower, Fear corner Ci
a pocket eiement 23 at approximately the same
time as said pocket corner reaches the horizon
tal plane of said carton. Continued pushing by
the pusher bar 38 against the front edge of the
carton and which is at a rate greater than the
recessive or rearward movement of said pocket
corner due to its circular path of travel, there
fore results in endwise pressure upon the carton
to effect opening of the same. However, in the
absence of means to insure positive initial open
ing of the carton, the said endwise pressure
might result in bowing of the carton either up
Wardly or downwardly with consequent failure
of the same to open. Accordingly, means is pro
vided to initiate positive opening of the carton
either immediately before or at about the Same

5

wheels. 8 is steh that immediately after the
tongues 3 of an opened carton have moved past
the pins is and , the rocker elements 3 are

returned to a starting position to dispose said pins

8 and 77 repectively above and below the plane

of delivery of the next earton from the bottom

time as the beginning of the endwise pressure
against the Sanae so as to insure its proper Sub- ;
sequent further opening by Such pressure.
The means just referred to comprises a pair

of rocker elements 3, 3 which are right and
left hand duplicates of each other and which are
disposed at opposite sides of the latter half of
the upward and rearward path of travel of the
pocket elements 24 around the Sprocket wheel

cludes the axis of the shaft 9, is an arcuate

chine and is rockably mounted in a suitable

member 83 the under surface of which extends
concentrically to said shaft and is disposed to
engage the top wall 2 of an opened carton A
in each pocket element 24 during travel of each
poeket element and carton upwardly and rear

bearing 75 carried by the related Side plate of
the main frame F, and further includes two
pins 6 and
which extend inwardly for co
operation with the tongues 4 of a carton. A dis
posed approximately as shown in Figure 6 of
the drawings in readiness to be initially opened
either immediately prior to or at about the Same
time as it is subjected to endwise pressure by
the pusher bar 38.

wardly over the sprocket wheel 2 . . Thus, during
such travel of each pocket element and carton,
said member 83 functions to maintain the car

. As delivered from the magazine M in collapsed,

50

into a pocket element 24 by downward and rear
ward swinging movement of its bottom Wall and
upward and forward swinging movement of its
top Wall. The pins 3 and it, by engagement With

the tongues 4 and by their swinging movements,
due to rocking of the rocker elements 73, are de
signed to initiate said swinging movements of
said carton walls. Accordingly, when a carton
is disposed substantially as shown in Figure 6
of the drawings, the rocked positions of the
shafts 74 are such that the pins 76 overlie the
tongues 4 of the carton bottom wall 3 and
the pins 77 underlie the tongues 4 of the carton
top wall 2. Thus, by rocking of Said shafts 4
from their said positions in directions to swing
the pins 76 downwardly and the pins 7 upward
ly, said pins act upon the tongues (4 to swing
the carton bottom and top walls positively in
directions to open the carton.
Any suitable means may be provided to rock

the rocker elements 73. For example, as shown

of the stack Sin readiness to open said next car
ton after it has been projected into the next
poeket element 24.
Suitably mounted on the housing H and ex
tending rearwardly therefrom at opposite sides
of the path of travel of the pocket elements 24
is a pair of arms 82, 82 over which slide the inner
portions of the tongues 4 of each lowermost ear
ton A as it is pushed from the bottom of the
stack S. Said arms thus serve to support the
cartons as they are delivered from the magazine
M. and prior to their erection in the pocket ele
raients 24.
Extending upwardly and rearwardly from the
}ower, rear portion of the magazine M to a point
hearly to a vertieal, transverse plane which in

2. Each rocker element includes a horizontal
shaft a which extends transversely of the ima

substantially flat condition, each carton. A has
its bottom and front side walls 3 and fo, re
spectively, underlying its rear side and top walls
and 2, respectively, with its bottom wall dis
posed rearwardly and its top wall disposed for
wardly so that the carton is properly openable

74. In this connection the design of the eam
wheels 78 is, of course, such that the roeker ele
ments T3 are recked at the proper times to ae
complish their earton opening purpose, and the
amplitude of their rocking movements in direc
tions
to open a carton is such that as a carton is
opened the pins F6 and is progressively move to
positions, substantially as shown in Figure 7 of
the drawings, to permit the tongues & to pass
by the same. Additionally, the design of the cam

55

ton in open condition in the pocket element.
Consistuting, in effect, a continuation of the
member 83 to engage the tops of the cartons. A
and to maintain the cartons in open condition
in the pocket elements 24 as the latter travel
rearwardly with the upper reach 23a of the
Sprocket chain 23, is a horizontal bar 84 which
extends longitudinally of the machine at a proper
elevation above the top of the main frame F and
which is substantially coextensive in length with
the said upper reach of said sprocket chain. Ap
propriately, said bar 84 may be mounted upon
suitable cross members 85 supported by posts 86
rising from the main frame side plates 5 and 6.
While the member 83 may be fixed with re
Spect to the machine, it preferably is removable
to afford ready access to the pocket elements 24

60

whenever such access may, for any reason, be
drawings, said member may be removably mount

desired. In this connection and as shown in the

ed by engagement of a recess, or recesses, in its

front end with a pin, or pins, 87 carried by a
lower, rear CrOSS bar 33 of the carton magazine
M, and by resting at its rear end upon the rear

croSS member 85 and being latched to said rear
CrOSS finember as indicated at 88.
70

To assist the pusher bar 38 and the rocker ele
ments 3 in effecting final opening of the cartons
A and to insure complete opening of said cartons
before they pass under the arcuate member 83,

in the drawings, the shaft 45 may have fixed a pair of arms 89, 89 are provided. These arms
thereto a pair of cam wheels 78 for rocking a are disposed substantially vertically at opposite
pair of levers 79 which may be suitably pivoted . sides, respectively of the arcuate member 83 and
to the housing H, and said levers 79 may be con 75 at their upper ends are suitably pivoted for for
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24 around the sprocket wheel 2. Appropriately
said arms may be pivoted by being fastened at
their upper ends to a horizontal, transversely

5

and rear Ward travel around the sprocket wheel

bracket 9 fastened to and extending rearwardly

2, they act to wipe the tongues 4 of the carton
top wall downwardly to positions at Substantially
O

pletely open said carton and to maintain it com
pletely open during its upward and rearward
travel around the sprocket wheel 2 until its said
top wall has moved into underlying relationship
Any suitable means may be provided for swing
ing the arms 89, 89. In this connection and as
illustrated in the drawings, a lever arm 92 is
fixed to and depends from the shaft 90 and at

cated at 95, and which has its other arm Suitably
cooperating with a cam wheel 96 fixed on the
shaft 45.
The design of the cam wheel 96 is, of course,
such that it acts at proper times through the
lever 94, the link 93 and the lever arm 92 to

swing the arms 89, 89 forwardly to positions sub
stantially as illustrated in Figure 6 of the draw
ings to dispose their lower end portions forward
ly of the top wall 2 of a carton. A being opened
into a pocket element 24 as the latter travels up
wardly and rearwardly around the Sprocket
wheel 2, and to swing said arms quickly rear
Wardly just prior to the time when the upper,

25 carton bottom Wall.

30

in accordance with the invention, the con
tainers B are inserted or fed into the open car
tons. A contained in the pocket elements 24,
through the open ends of Said cartons, in re
sponse to rearward travel of Said pocket elements

85

with the upper reach of the sprocket chain. 23.
At opposite sides of the path of travel of the
pocket elements 24 with the upper reach 23 of
the sprocket chain. 23, near the front end of said
path of travel, are magazines 99, 99, respectively,

40

front corner of the carton is about to move above

the rear end of the pusher bar 38.
The rear edges of the lower portions of the
arms 89, 89 have either the same curvature as
the underside of the arcuate member 83, or are
otherwise suitably contoured so that they act,
-when said arms are swung rearwardly, to engage
the top wall 2 of a nearly completely open car

ton A in a pocket element 24 traveling upward
ly and rearwardly around the sprocket wheel 2

and to exert rearward pressure upon the carton
to completely open it in said pocket element and
to maintain it completely open until its top Wall
is engaged beneath the underside of the arcuate
member 83.
Suitable means is provided for operation foll

upper pair of cam plates 93, 97 mounted on the
arcuate member 83 and a lower pair of cam plates
98, 98 mounted on the tops of the front end por
tions of the track members 28, 28. The Cain
plates of each pair are right and left hand dupli
cates of each other and are disposed at opposite
sides, respectively, of the final portion of the up

50

spectively, and may be alined or disalined trans
versely of the machine, as desired. They are
right and left hand duplicates of each other and
each includes front and rear Walls 00 and O,
tend transversely of the machine, and in internal
widths and heights correspond Substantially to
the diameters and heights, respectively, of the
containers B. They are open at their outer ends
for delivery of containers into the same and
have their inner ends disposed adjacent to the

planes of the sides of the pocket elements 24. In
the inner ends of the rear walls of Said magazines
are exit openings f4 through which the con
tainers B may be moved rearwardly, one at a time,
from said magazines.
Carried by the front Wall 26 of each of the

pocket elements 24 and projecting beyond the

60
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ward and rearward path of travel of the pocket
elements 24 around the sprocket wheel 2. The
front portions of the upper plates 9, 9 are dis

sides of said wall are container pusher arms 05
which are effective, as the pocket elements 24

move successively past the inner ends of the
magazines 99, to engage the innermost containers
B in said magazines and push them rearwardly
through the exit openings 3 in the rear walls
of said magazines. In other words, as each pocket
element 24 passes the magazines 99, it acts
through its pusher arms (35 to pick up one con
tainer B from each of Said magazines and to
move the two picked-up containers along there

With at opposite sides thereof, respectively. In

this connection, it will be noted that the rear

posed horizontally in positions to have the

tongues 4 of the carton top Walls 2 pass beneath
them. On the other hand, the rear portions of
said upper plates are disposed vertically, closely

to which containers B are continuously delivered
in any suitable manner from any Suitable Source
of Supply. Said magazines are mounted on the
tops of the main frame side plates 5 and 6, re

respectively, a botton wall f2, and a top wall
iO3. They may be of any suitable lengths, ex

lowing delivery to and opening of a carton A in
each pocket element 24, to initiate inturning Of
the carbon tongues 4. According to the en
bodiment of the invention illustrated in Figures
1 to 24 of the drawings, said means comprises an

right angles to the carton top Wall. Similarly, the
front portions of the lower plates 98, 98 are dis
posed horizontally, but in positions to have the
tongues 4 of the carton bottom walls 3 pass
over them, and the rear portions of said lower
plates are disposed vertically, closely adjacent
and in overlying relationship to the path of travel
of the lower side portions of the pocket elements
24. Between their said front and rear portions
said lower plates also are Spirally twisted So that
as each pocket element 24, with an open carton
therein, completes its upward and rearward travel
around the sprocket wheel 2, they act to wipe
the tongues 4 of the carton bottom wall upWardly
to positions at substantially right angles to the

to the arcuate member 83.

its lower end is connected by a link 93 to one
arm of a two-arm lever 94 which is suitably piv
oted intermediately to the housing H, as indi

of travel of the upper side portions of the pock
et elements 24. Between their said front and
rear portions said upper plates are Spirally
twisted so that as each pocket element 24, with

an open carton A therein, completes its upward

extending shaft 90 rotatably mounted in a

from an upper, rear cross bar 33 of the maga
zine M. In any event, said arms are of lengths
such that when they are swung rearwardly, their
lower end portions are engageable at their rear
edges with the top wall 2 of a carton A almost
completely opened in a pocket element A, to com

12

adjacent and in overlying relationship to the path

ward and rearward swinging movements about
an axis suitably located above the path of up
ward and rearward travel of the pocket elements

75

sides of the pusher arms 5, which engage the
containers B, are disposed approximately in the
planes of the inner or rear faces of the front

walls 26 of the pocket elements 24, thus to posi

13
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tion the containers Binalinement with said pock
et elements so that they may be pushed directly
inwardly into cartons. A contained in said pock
et elements.
The inher end portions of the front, walls 59
of the magazines 99 are, of course, suitably re
cessed, as indicated at 36, for passage of the
pusher arms 5 through them to pick up the in
inermost container's B in said magazines.
The two magazines. $3 provide, of course, for
Stipply of tWO containers to each of the cartons A.

14
The inner, botton rails if may be of any stit.
able lefgths and are straight and from the con
tainer magazines are inclined rearwardly and in
5

0

5

ably forwardly of the container magazine foll and
the rear one extends from the container maga

zine F37 approximately to the rear end of the
20

ply the desired number of containers to each car

path of travel of the pocket elements 24 with the
upper reach 23 of the sprocket chain. 23.

The outer top and bottom rails f O9 and 2, re
and bottom portions, respectively, of containers
B and serve as cam rails not only to urge the con
tainers B into cartons A in the pocket elements
24, but to tilt the containers from upwardly and
inWardly inclined positions to vertical positions

tori. In the present instance each earton is die

signed to hold three containers. Therefore, there
is provided, in addition to the two magazines 99,
99, a single similar additional magazine, des
ignated generally as E85, which is disposed rear
Wardly of all in Stuitably spaced relationship to
one of the magazines 99 to supply a third con
tainer to each carto.
Extending rearwardly from each of the maga
zines. 99, 99 and iO7, along the related side of
the path of travel of the pocket elements 24 with
the upper reach 23 of the sprocket chain 23 is
a guide means for containers B being moved along
Said path of travel with said pocket elements.
Said guide means are designated generally as G',
G' and G, respectively, and are operable, re
Sponsive to movement of said pocket elements

At the side of the machine where there is only
outer, bottom rail 12 which is substantially co
extensive in length with the path of travel of the
poeket elements 24 with the upper reach 23a of
the sprocket chain. 23. On the other hand, at the
side of the machine where there are the two con
tainer magazines, there are, of course, two outer,
bottom rails f 12 which are related respectively,
to said magazines. Of these two outer, botton
rails, the front one has its rear end disposed suit

a single container magazine, there is only a single

In this connection, each carton may, as aforesaid,
be designed to hold only two containers, in which
event there is no necessity of providing an addi

tional magazine, or magazines, for supply of an
additional container, or containers, to each gar
ten. On the other hand, each carton may, as
aforesaid, be designed to hold three or more con
tainers, in which event there may be provided,
rearwardly of the magaziries 99, as many similar
additional magazines as may be required to sup

Wardly approximately to the planes of the sides
of the pocket, elements 24.

spectively, are disposed to engage the outer top

as the pocket elements 24 and the containers
Irove rearwardly from the container magazines.

To this end, the outer bottom rails ff2 extend
parallel to the inner bottom rails if so as con
stantly to urge the bottom portion of the con

tainers in Wardly, while the outer top rails O9
35

first are inclined rearwardly and inwardly paral

lel to the bottom rails f l and

2 so as to act

insert the containers into cartons contained in

initially to urge the top portions of the contain
ers inwardly into the cartons and then, for suit
able distances rearwardly, extend parallel to the
planes of the sides of the pocket elements 24 SO
as not further to urge the top portions of the con

guide means comprises inner, outer and inter
mediate top rails fo8, 09 and i? 0, respectively,

the bottom portions of the containers constantly

and the containers along said path of travel, to

4.

Said pocket elements. To that end, each of said

tainers inwardly, but to maintain the said con
tainer top portions entered in the cartons. Since

and inner, outer and intermediate bottom rails

fif, ff2 and f 13, respectively. At or adjacent to
their front ends the rails of each of said guide
means are fastened to their related magazine,
While rearwardly of their related magazine they
are fastened to and are supported by suitable : ()
brackets 4 mounted upon the tops of the main
fraine side plates 5 and 6 at locations suitably
Spaced therealong.
The intermediate bottom rails f 3 serve as track

rails or supports upon which the containers B
rest and along which they are slidable, while the
intermediate top rails 10 overlie containers rest
ing upon the related intermediate bottom rails f3
and serve to hold the containers against rising
from said intermediate bottom rails.
The inner, top rails 08 are straight and ex
tend parallel to the planes of the sides of the
pocket elements 24 closely adjacent to said

55

is only a single container magazine, there is only
stantially coextensive in length with the path of
travel of the pocket elements 24 with the upper
reach 23 of the Sprocket chain. 23. At the side
of the machine where there are the two container

magazines, there are, of course, two inner, top
rails. 08, and collectively these rails are substan
tially coextensive in length with the path of travel
of the pocket elements 24 with the upper reach
23a of the sprocket chain. 23.

w

vanced following insertion of their upper cor

ners into the cartons, they gradually are tilted
to vertical positions with consequent insertion of
their bottom portions into the cartons.
Rearwardly from the locations along the
lengths of the guide means G', G2 and G8 where
the containers finally are tilted to vertical posi
tions, the Outer top and bottom rails f O9 and
f2 are correspondingly inclined more or less
sharply rearwardly and inwardly to effect more
or less quick final insertion of the containers into
the cartons while the containers are disposed
vertically and during a more or less short amount
of rearward travel of the containers and the Carl

tons. In this connection, it will be noted by ref

erence to. Figure 5 of the drawings that at the
side. Of the machine. Where there are the two con

planes. At the side of the machine where there

a single inner, top rail fo8, and this rail is sub

are urged inwardly by the outer bottom rails. 2,
it therefore follows that as the containers are ad

65

tainer magazines, the said more or less sharply
inclined portions of the outer top and bottom rails
of the guide means which are related to the front

container magazine, extend inwardly to the plane
of the adjacent sides of the pocket elements 24
So as to effect complete insertion of the contain

ers into the pocket elements. This, of course, is

to insure; against any possibility of the contain
er's first inserted at this side of the machine from

projecting beyond the related sides of the pocket
elements 24 and possibly interfering with travel
75 of said pocket elements past, the container maga
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6

5

downwardly stepped portions of the inner bottom

zine f7. On the other hand, it will be noted

that the said more or less sharply inclined por
tions of the Outer top and bottom rails of the
remaining two guide means extend only Sufi
ciently inwardly to effect insertion of approxi
mately only one-half portions of the containers
into the cartons. In this connection, containers
inserted by the guide means G8 related to the con
tainer magazine OT serve, of course, to push the
containers previously inserted at the same side of
the machine to their final positions medially of
the cartons.

5

to permit its lower, inner portion freely to enter
the carton. During such raising of the container
the end portion of the carton top Wall 2 is Sprung

O

rearwardly from the points where the bottoms
of the containers enter the cartons, the arrange
ment of the rails of each of the guide means is

such as to hold the containers vertically and in
substantially exact alinement vertically with the

ends of the cartons. A more practical manner

cartons.

As will be apparent, as containers from the

20

magazines 99, 99 are urged cornerwise into a

carton, the upper, inner corners of the containers
will engage the downwardly turned tongues 4
of the top wall 2 of the carton and infold said
tongues into underlying relationship to said top

the bottoms of the magazines 99, 99 and OT are

inclined downwardly and inwardly, and the rails
of each of the guide means G', G and G, adja

Wall.

cent to their related magazine, are arranged SO

Since the upper, inner corners of the containers
initially engage the tongues of the carton top
wall at points materially spaced downwardly from
said top Wall, the leverage exerted by the con
tainer corners upon said tongues is ample to in
sure proper infolding of the latter. On the other
hand, since the lower, inner Corners of the Con

that the containers B, as they are moved rear

wardly from said magazines, are presented in up
wardly and inwardly inclined relationship to the
open ends of the cartons A with their upper, inner
corners disposed sufficiently below the top Walls
2 of the cartons so that they may pass freely
inwardly beneath said top walls (see Figures 15

tainers enter the carton closely adjacent to the
botton Wall of the carton, it is considered ad

and 6 of the drawings).

Each of the inner top rails 68 includes a por
tion 5 (see Figures 11 and 12) which is dis

posed at the inner end of the related container
magazine in the path of inward movement of the
top portions of containers in the magazine So as
to serve as a stop element to prevent the upper,
inner corner of the innermost container in the
magazine from entering a carton in a passing
pocket element 24 until the said innermost con
tainer has been picked up by the pocket member
and thereby alined with the carton. However,
directly rearwardly of its portion 5, the lower
edge of each of the inner top rails G8 is stepped
upwardly, as indicated at f6, to permit the up
per, inner corner of a rearwardly and inwardly

upwardly (see Figures 17, 18 and 21) to afford
clearance between the botton wall 3 of the car
ton and the bottom of the container. However,

As previously stated, the height of the con
tainers B is approximately equai to the internal
height of the cartons A. Therefore, it is imprac
ticable to insert, the containers into the cartons
while the containers are disposed parallel to the

of inserting the containers is to initially enter
them cornerwise into the containers and then
finally to enter them by tilting them to positions
parallel to the ends of the cartons. Accordingly,

rails are suitably inclined rearwardly and upward
ly so that as a container continues to move rear
wardly after having had its upper, inner corner in
serted into a carton, and as the container is tilted
toward a vertical position, it is raised sufficiently

visable not to rely upon the lower, inner corners

of the containers to effect infolding of the carton
botton wall tongues, but to provide means to in
fold said bottom wall tongues prior to the time
that the containers are inserted into the cartons,

40

Said means may be of any suitable form and in
the present machine comprises a pair of hori

Zontally disposed, reciprocable fingers

9 (see

Figure 13) which extend transversely of the ma
chine and which are mounted for reciprocation

in suitable bearings 20 at opposite sides of the
path of travel of the pocket elements 24 with the
upper reach of the sprocket chain 23, directly

forwardly of the container magazines 99.

Mounted for reciprocation in suitable bearings

moving container to pass inwardly beneath said

2 carried by the side plates 5 and 6 of the
main frame of the machine below the fingers 9

edge and to enter the carton.
Each of the inner bottom rails if includes a
portion 17 which extends from the inner end of

are horizontal rods 22 which extend transverse

ly of the machine and which are connected at

their outer ends to the outer ends of the fingers
9, respectively, by rocker levers 23 which are
pivoted intermediately as indicated at 24. Thus,
reciprocation of the rods 22 is effective to re
ciprocate the fingers 9.
Fixed to the front Sprocket wheel 2 for ro
tation therewith is a pair of Cam wheels 25

the related container magazine a suitable dis

tance rearwardly and which is disposed in the

path of inward movement of the bottom portion
wardly along the related guide means so as to
serve as a stop element to prevent the lower por

of a container being moved rearwardly and in

tion of the container from entering the carton
with which the container is allined. However, at
the rear end of its portion 7, each inner bottom
rail
has its upper edge stepped downwardly,
as indicated at 8, to permit the botton portion

which have can channes 26 in which are dis

posed roilers 2 on the inner ends of the rods
22, whereby Said rods and, hence, the fingers
, 9 are reciprocated 'esponsive to rotation of Said
of a rearwardly and inwardly moving container 65 Sprocket Wheel. In this COIainection, the shape of
each of the can channels 26 is such that the
to pass over said edge and enter a carton with
fingers 9 are projected or noved inwardly and
which it is alined.
then are retracted or moved outwardly during
Each inner top rail 8, rearwardly of its stop
the time that a pocket element 24 is advancing
portion 5, has its lower edge inclined upwardly between
them.
and rearwardiy, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 of
The fingers 9 are disposed so that when they
the drawings, so that as a container moves rear
wardly beneath said edge it may rise to bring its are projected their inner ends engage the up
turned botton wall tongues 4 of a carton in
lower, inner corner to an elevation to freely enter
an advancing pocket element 24 and fold said
the bottom portion of a carton with which it is

alined. In this connection, the upper edges of the

75

tongues inwardly and downwardly. Moreover,

7
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the bottoms of the inner end portions of Said

fingers are disposed so that they act to press said
tongues against, or substantially against, the bot

18

container in the magazine is given an inward
thrust to insure its proper entrance into the

related container guide means as it is moved

rear Wardly firon the magazine. For each of the
COntainer magazines this means comprises a fric
projection and retraction of the fingers 9, Said tion rollier 28 of any suitable material disposed
fingers exert a wiping or ironing action upon the Substantially Vertically in a position to engage
the Outer, rear side portion of the innermost con
tongues A. Thus, the botton wail tongues of the
cartons are effectively infolded prior to the time {2iner in the Inagazine as said inner nost con
that the containers are inserted into the cartons 19 tainer is urged rearwardly from the magazine.
Each roller is driven constantly in a direction
so that when, subsequently, the botton portions
of the containers are urged into the cartons they
and at a Speed Such that, when it is contacted by
enter the cartons freely and easily. After being
a container, it exerts a quick, inward and rear
infolded by the fingers 9, the bottom tongues
Ward thri St upon the container, thus guiding and
urging the container into the related guide
spring upwardly from the carton botton Walls

tom wall of the carton. In addition, due to ad

vance of the pocket, element and carton during

sufficiently so that in a package as produced by
the machine they are effective to perform their
locking functions.
As Will be apparent from the foregoing, as

8a.S.

While the rollers 28 may be driven in any
Suitable Ranner, each roller preferably is driven
by an electric inotor 29 individual thereto and

each pocket element 26 with a carton therein 20 aolinted, for example, upon a bracket 3 suit
travels rearwardly with the upper reach 23 of
the sprocket chain 23, two containers initially
are picked up from the two container magazines
99, 99 and are inserted into the carton through
the opposite ends thereof, respectively, and then 2.5
a third container is picked up froIn the Con
tainer nagazine
and is inserted into the car
ton, pushing one of the initially inserted con
tainers to a position midway betWeen the ends.

ably Shouated upon the related container naga
Due to manufacturing tolerances, the cartons
A may vary slightly in height. Therefore, the
Ze.

bar 84 is disposed at an elevation such that
the distance between its under face and the

top faces of the bottom Walls 25 of the pocket
elements 24, as the latter travel with the upper

reach of the Sprocket chain. 23, is at least equal

Preferably, the pocket elementS 24 are disposed

to, Or, for Safety reasons, suitably in excess of
the maximum height of any given carton. Con

as closely as practicable to each other along the
length of the Sprocket chain. 23, and preferably
this container pusher arms
have their rear

Sequently, there is a clearance space between
the under face of the bar 84 and the top walls
of most of the cartons. A passing beneath said

of the carton.

ifaces inclined forwardly and in Wardly So that :
the pusher arras of each pocket element assist
in guiding containers into the carton contained
in the next, adjacent for Wardly disposed pocket
eienen. To this end, the pusher artins 5 of
the pocket elements 25 preferably are of Such
widths, adjacent to the sides of the pocket ele

inents 24, that during travel of the Sprocket
chain 33, the pusher arms of each pocket element
extend forward substantially to the plane of the

bar. This clearance space, while small, never

the less nay, in Some instances, be sufficiently
great that, in the absence of means to prevent
upWard movement of the cartons relative to the
pocket elements 24, the cartons might be bodily
lifted in their pocket elements by the containers
B as the latter, in entering the cartons, act to
flex the end portions of the carton top walls

upWardly to afford clearance between the bot
tons of the containers and the bottom Walls
inner or front face of the rear Wall of the next 4 of the cartons for free entrance of the bottom
adjacent forwardly disposed pocket element.
portions of the containers into the cartons. Ob
This, as any pushe; an 35 of any given pocket
Viously, if any carton were permitted to be
element, 23 picks up a container from any of
lifted bodily even a small amount from its pocket
element 24 during insertion of a container into
the container nagazines and Enoves the container
real Wardly fro: Such magazine, the next con . the carton, the end edge of the bottom wall
tainer advancing inwardly to the inner end of
of the carton might become disposed in the path
the Gagazine engages the forwardly and in
of in Ward novement of the botton portion of
Wardly inclined front face of the said pusher artin
the container and in that event, the bottom
portion of the container, instead of entering the
and by Said face is guided into the carton in

the next adjacent rearwardy disposed pocket
eleinent 25. The pusher airns 35 serve, too, as
Space's between adjacent pocket, elements 24 to

prevent Ole than one Cointainer from being
delivered fro: any given container inagazine to
any given pocket element during travel of the
pocket, eerinent, past the container inagazine.
Crdinarily, the containsrs are fed to the con
taine in 3gazines at a rate Suich that, as a con

tainer is removed froii the inner end of any imag
2ine, the text adjacent container in the maga
zine simultaneously noves inwardly in the mag
2,2ine to relace the regroved container. In this

Caiafection and for One reason or another, there
Inay be times when feeding of the containers to

aily given nagazine may lag and the innermost
container nay be disposed somewhat outwardly

of the iI2Eer end of the magazine when it is
picked up by the pusher ains 5 of an advane
ing pocket eleinent 24. Accordingly, means is

Carton, might engage said edge and crush the
Carton bottom wall inwardly. Accordingly,
means is provided to prevent any lifting of the
Cartons A from their pocket elements 24 by the
Containers B to the latter exerting upward
flexing force upon the end portions of the top
Walls of the carton. As illustrated in the draw

ings, this means comprises a shoe 3 overlying
the bar 84 and having flanges 32 extending

downwardly therefrom at the sides of said bar

84 for engagement at their bottoms with the

top Walls of underlying containers B. The shoe

3 extends along that portion of the bar 84
the containers A are exerting upward flexing
force upon the end portions of the carton top
Walls 2, and the flanges 32 are of depths to
extend amply below the bottom face of the bar
84 to engage the top walls of cartons of minimum

beneath which the cartons A are advanced while

height, The shoe 3 is suitably mounted on

provided whereby, in such event, the innermost 75 the bar 84 for vertical movements relative
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thereto, and suitable spring means is provided

of course, effective, following ejection of each

to urge said shoe constantly downwardly. In

filled carton from its pocket element 24 and

this connection and as illustrated in the draW

before the next filled carton has advanced to a

ings, bolts 33 extend loosely through openings
in the top wall of the shoe 3 and are threaded

position to interfere with return Swinging nove

ment of the arms 35, to return said arms quickly
to their upper, starting positions from which
they are downwardly and rearwardly swingable
to eject the said next filled carton from its pocket

into the bar 84, whereby said shoe is mounted
on said bar for vertical movements relative
thereto, and compressed spiral springs 34 en
circle said bolts and are interposed between the
heads of the latter and the top wall of Said shoe
Whereby they react from said bolt heads upon
said top wall to urge the shoe constantly down
Wardly. In any event, the front end portions

element.
O

of the under faces of the flanges 32 either are

suitably rounded, or are inclined upWardly and
forwardly, so that the advancing cartons paSS
beneath said flanges and raise the shoe 3
against the spring force exerted downwardly
thereon. Consequently, during the time that
containers being inserted into the CartOnS are
exerting upward flexing force upon the end por
tions of the carton top walls, the cartons effec

5

20

tively are held by the shoe flanges 32 against
any upward movement relative to the pocket
elements 24 So that any danger of the botton
portions of the containers engaging the ends of

25

the bottom Walls of the cartons and Crushing

said bottom walls inwardly is effectively avoided.
While gravity might be relied upon to cause
the filled cartons A to side from the pocket
elements 24 as the latter, during their down
ward travel around the rear sprocket wheel 22,
reach downwardly and rearwardly inclined po
sitions, means preferably is provided at the rear

end of the machine to positively eject the filled
cartons from said pocket elements. While this
means may be of any suitable form, it is illus
trated in Figures 3, 23 and 24 of the drawings
as comprising a pair of arms 35 disposed at

opposite sides, respectively, of the path of travel

of the pocket elements 24 around the Sprocket
wheel 22, and each suitably pivoted at One end,
as indicated at 36, to the related main frame
side plate at a point suitably spaced downwardly
and forwardly with respect to the rear shaft 28.
The arms 35 extend, generally speaking, up
Wardly and rearwardly from their pivot points

36, and they are sufficiently spaced outwardly
with respect to the sides of the pocket elements
24 so that they are disposed beyond the paths
of travel of the end containers of filled cartons

Wheel 22,
30

machine continue in operation.

35
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filed carton from the pocket element.

the arms 35 downwardly and rearwardly in

pocket elements 24 downwardly with respect to
the sprocket wheel 22, so that the pins 3 are
effective to positively eject filled cartons from
said pocket elements as the latter Successively
move to downwardly and rearwardly inclined po
sitions. Moreover, said arm Swinging means is, 5

Accordingly,

means preferably is provided to automatically

Stop the machine in Such event should an at
tendant not notice the failure and stop the
machine manually. This means (see Figures 1
to 3, 5 and 22) may be of any suitable form
and, as illustrated in the drawings, comprises
a pair of downwardly and rearwardly extending
feeler arms 46 which are disposed above the
first portions of the downward and rearward
paths traveled by the end containers, respec
tively, of filled cartons in the pocket elements
24 as the latter move downwardly and rear
Wardly over the sprocket wheel 22 and which
are suitably independently pivoted at their upper
ends, as indicated at 47, upon, for example,

50 a Suitable bracket

of the arms 35 and the locations of their pivots
A36 are such that by Swinging said arms down

Suitable means is, of course, provided to Swing
properly timed relationship to travel of the

In the event of failure of Supply of containers
to any One or more of the container magazines,
or if, for any other reason, the machine should
fail to fill cartons delivered to the pocket ele

ments 24, it would be undesirable to have the

in said pocket elements. At their free ends,
however, said arms are provided with pins 37
which extend inwardly into the paths of travel
of the end containers of filled cartons in the
pocket elements. In this connection, the lengths
wardly and rearwardly in properly timed rela
tionship to downward travel of each pocket ele
ment 2s around the rear sprocket wheel 22, the
pins 3 may be caused to engage the outer, bot
tom portions of the two end containers of a filled
carton in the pocket element and to move down
wardly and outwardly with respect to the pocket
element so as to effect positive ejection of the

Appropriately the means for Swinging the
arms 35 may comprise a can wheel 38 fixed
With respect to the sprocket wheel 22 for rota
tion with the latter and having a cam channel
39 of Suitable form in which operates a suitable
ca.m. follower 4, such as a roller, on an arm
4 of a bell-crank ever 42 which is suitably
pivoted, as indicated at 3, upon one of the
main frame side plate Spacing rods, for example,
and which includes other, companion arms 44
connected by links 45 to the arms 35, respec
tively. Thus, as the cam wheel 38 rotates, it
rocks the bell-crank lever 42 and thereby SWings
the arms 35 to cause the pins 37 to perform
their function of ejecting filed cartons from the
successive pocket elements 24 as the latter as
SLine dioWIWardly and rearwardly inclined po
sitions during their travel around the Sprocket

48 Secured to the rearmost

cross member 85, for independent vertical,
Swinging movements. Said feeler arms are
designed to rest upon the tops of Such containers
and to thus be maintained in elevated positions
as long as Such containers are present in filled
cartons in the pocket elements 24, and to that
end Said arms have their under edges curved
to correspond to the arcs traveled by the tops
of the said end containers and are of lengths
to Spain the distance between the end containers
of filed cartons in adjacent pocket elecentS 24
So that before the end containers of a filed

carton in any given pocket element 24 have
moved beyond the free, lower, real ends of Said

arms, the end containers of a filled carton in

the next adjacent forwardly disposed pocket
element will have moved beneath said arms to

prevent them from dropping from their elevated
positions. However, in the absence of an end
container from either end of any given carton,
or in the absence of end containers from both

ends of any given carton, One or the other, or
both, of the arms 46 is, or are, free to drop
and does So either Solely under the influence of

gravity or, if desired, additionally under the in

2.
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fluence of Suitable spring means. In any event,

fere with dropping of Said feeler arms 46 from
their elevated positions. Additionally, however,
the relative arrangements of said stop lugs and
Said stop fingers are such that upon dropping of
the feeler arms 52, the stop fingers 55' are
SWung into the paths of Swinging movements of
the stop lugs 55 with the feeler arms 46 and

each feeler arm 46 has suitably fixed with re

Spect thereto a Switch actuating arm 49 which
COOperates in any suitable manner, as through

a pivoted lever 50, with an electric switch 5,
mounted, for example, upon the bracket 48, to
control closing and opening of Said Switch re
Sponsive to elevation and dropping, respectively,
of either of said feeler arms. In other Words,
as long as filled cartons in the pocket elements

24 travel downwardly and rearwardly over the
rear sprocket wheel 22, the end containers of

O

the cartons maintain the feeler arms 46 ele
wated and the Switch 5 is closed. In the

thhereby prevent said feeler arms is from drop
ping from their elevated positions.
The free ends of the feeler arms 52 are dis
posed Sufficiently upwardly or forwardly of the
free ends of the feeler arms is so that as a pocket
element 24 with a filled carton therein is about to
move beyond the free ends of said arms and an

€mpty pocket element moves beneath said arms,
the feeler arms 52 become free to drop while the
feeler arms 46 still are held elevated. Thus, in

absence, however, of a container from either

end of a carton as it moves downwardly and

rearwardly over the rear sprocket wheel 22, one
or the other of the feeler arms 46 drops down
wardly and thereby acts to open the switch f St.

the absence of a carton and containers from any

given pocket element 24 as the latter travels be
The switch 5 controls the motor 62. Hence, 20 neath the feeler arms 46 and 52, the feeler
Said notor and the machine are automatically
a rias 52 drop and by so doing serve to prevent
Stopped in the event of failure of the machine
the feeler arms is from dropping and opening
to fill the cartons with containers.

the Switch 5. Therefore, in the absence of both
a carton and containers from any given pocket

Since failure of the machine to feed a carton,
or cartons, and containers to any one or more
of the pocket elements 24 would not result in
an imperfect package, and Since, for one reason
or another, there might be times during opera
tion of the machine when the feeding of both

eleneat 24, the switch 32 remains closed and
the machine continues in operation.
In Sonae instances the end walls of the con

tainers B are not bulged outwardly, or are only
So Slightly bulged outwardly as not to prevent the
free edges of the carton tongues 4 from engaging

cartons and containers to One or more of the

pocket elements 24 night temporarily be inter
rupted, it might, under Such conditions, be un
desirable to permit the feeler arms 46 to drop
and automatically stop the machine. Accord
ingly, means may be provided for operation in
the absence of a carton, or cartons, from any
One or more of the pocket elements 24 to main
tain the feeler arms 46 elevated, even in the
absence of containers for that purpose. This
means may be of any suitable form and in the
drawings is illustrated as Comprising a pair of
feeler arms 52 which have the same general

the container chines b at their bases, even
though Said tongues 4 may be perfectly fiat.
Accordingly, in Stich instances, the tongues is
nay be perfectly flat. In other instances, how
35

40

containers in assembly with each other. If, how
ever, the tip portions Sa of the tongues 4 are
bent So as to be inclined inwardly relative to the
tongues proper when the tongues are infolded,
they Will engage the chimes b at the bases there
of even though the end walls of the containers

Inay be materially bulged outwardly. Moreover,
relative to the tongues proper, there is practically
completely avoided any possibility of said tip por

if the said tip portions ia are inclined as stated
55

designed to drop either under the influence of

gravity alone, or, if desired, under the influence

and front walls of the pocket elements 24 have

In that event, particularly if the inner faces of

the container chimes are inclined outwardly, as
Sially is the case, there exists the possibility that
come disengaged from the container chimes with
Consequent failure of the package to maintain the

and rearwardly over the sprocket wheel 22 and

of gravity assisted by Suitable spring means, and
in order to permit said arms to drop the rear

ulged OutWardly Such amounts as to prevent the
free edges of the tongues 4 from engaging the
CCIntainer chimes at their bases if the tongues is
are perfectly fiat (see Figure 32 of the drawings).

the tongues 4 may spring outwardly and be

shape as the feeler arms 46, extend contiguously
to the latter, respectively, and, like said feeler
arms 46, are independently pivoted at their
upper ends, as indicated at 53, to the bracket
48 for vertical SWinging movements. Said feeler
arms 52 overlie the upper portion of the path
of travel of the pocket elements 24 downwardly
are designed to rest upon the tops of cartons
in the pocket elements 24 and to thus be main
tained in elevated positions as long as Cartons
are present in said pocket elements. In the
absence of a carton from any given pocket ele
ment 24, however, said feeler arms 52 are

ever, the 2nd Walls of the containers B may be

60

therein and opening through their tops, slots
54 of suitable depths into which said arms may
OWe.

The feeler arms 32 are related to the feeler 65

arms 46, respectively, and On each feeler arm
46 is a stop lug 55 for coopperation with a stop
finger 55' projecting from the related feeler arm
52. In this connection, the arrangements of the

stop lugs 55 and the stop fingers 55 relative to

the feeler arms 46 and 52, respectively, are such

that, when the feeler arms 52 are elevated the

stop fingers 55' are disposed out of the paths
of swinging movements of the stop lugs 55 with
the feeler arms f46 and, therefore, do not inter 75

tions ever becoming accidentally disengaged
from the container chimes. Accordingly, the

present machine may, if desired, be designed to
include means for bending the tip portions ga of
the tongues #4 So that in packages as produced
by the machine the said tip portions are inclined
inwardly relative to the tongues proper for most

effective locking cooperation with the container

Chines as shown in Figure 33 of the drawings.

To include means for the purpose stated in a

machine otherwise generally the same as the
machine heretofore described, involves, primarily,

lengthening of the main frame of the machine
Sufficiently to afford space adjacent to the front
end of Said main frame wherein to install said
means and, Secondarily, in making such other al

terations in the machine as heretofore described
as may be necessitated by installation of said
leaS.

JFigures 25 to 30 of the drawings illustrate the
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tongues so as to engage at their free edges with
the chimes b of containers B at the bases of

said chines, as illustrated in Figure 33 of the
drawings, even though the container end Walls
are more or less bulged outwardly,
On the outer ends of the shafts 58 and 59

are spur gears 75 and

6, respectively, while

on the outer ends of the shafts f62 and 63 are

spur gears it and 28, respectively, which mesh

with the spur gears

5 and

6, respectively.

Moreover, on the shafts 58 and 59 are spur
gears 9 and 8G, respectively, which mesh with

26

ended type With containers, said machine comi
prising means for advancing the cartons along
an endless path, a plurality of fixed rails con
Stituting containe guide means extending along
a Side of said path, means for feeding containers
to said guide means, and means for advancing
the containers along said guide in eans individu
ally in alinement with an open end of each car
ton, said rails being constructed and arranged
10

for Operation in response to advance of the car

ions and the containers first to insert a corner

Of each container into its related carton through
an open end thereof adjacent to one of the top
and the hotton Walls of the carton, then to move

each other. One of the shafts 58 or 59 is

suitably driven and therefore both pairs of the

tip bending rollers are driven. In this connee 5 the container endwise toward said wall so as to .
tion, the driving of the said pairs of tip bending
engage and deflect the end portion of said wall
rollers is in such timed relationship to advance
Cut Wardy, and then to urge the container into
of the cartons with the pocket elements 24 that
the carto; to a position parallel to the ends of
tie carton.
there is a true rolling action and no wiping action
between the tip bending rollers and the carton 20 3. A machine for filing cartons of the open
tongues.
ended type. With containers, said machine con
Appropriately, a sprocket chain l8l may con
prising an endless series of pocket elements
nect a sprocket wheel 82 on the shaft f58 with
nowable along an endless path, in eans for feed
a sprocket wheel 83 suitably driven in harmony
ing cartons to said pocket elements as the latter
with the pocket elements 248 whereby the pairs
aire advanced along said path, container guide
of tip bending rollers are driven in properly
means extending along the sides of Said path,

timed relationship to advance of the pocket ele

ments 24a. In this connection, the disposition
of the flange sectors 2 and 23 is such that they
do not act upon the carton tongues to bend the
tips thereof until after said tongues have en
tered between the pairs of rollers 8, 6.5 and

6, 65, respectively. Preferably the frames
57 carry suitable means, designated generally
as 84, to guide the carton tongues 4 between
the pairs of rollers 60, S4 and S, 65.
The front ends of the cam plates 9a, 98, are
disposed directly rearwardly of the means C so
as to begin to act upon the carton tongues to turn
the latter to positions at Substantially right an
gles to the carton top and botton walls immedi
ately following bending of the tongue tips by

means for feeding containers to said guide means,
engagement with containers fed to said guide

and means carried by said pocket elements for
30

to the cartons through their open ends in re
Sponse to advance of the cartons and the con
tainers.

40

Carton, said machine comprising means for ad

vancing the cartons along a definite path initial
ly with their tongues projecting outwardly from

50

means for advancing the containers along said

bodiments of said machine have been illustrated

Open ends of said cartons as the latter are ad

Vanced, said guide means having portions there
of inclined relative to said path to urge the
Containers into the cartons through the open

various other specifically different structural en
bodiments within the Spirit and scope of the in
vention as defined in the appended claims.

ends of the latter in response to advance of the
cartons and the containers following inturning

We claim:

i. A machine for filling cartons of the open 60
ended type with containers, said machine com
prising means for advancing the cartons along
an endless path, a plurality of fixed rails Con
stituting container guide means extending along

vance of the cartons and the containers to urge
the containers first cornerwise into the cartons

through their open ends and finally into the car
tons to positions parallel to the ends of the latter.
2. A machine for filling cartons of the Open

the ends of their top and bottom walls, means op-.
erable as Said cartons are advanced to inturn
Said tongues, stationary container guide means
extending along the sides of said path, means for
feeding containers to said guide means, and
guide means individually in allinement, with the

and described, the same is readily capable of

the sides of said path, means for feeding con
tainers to said guide means, and means for ad
vancing the containers along Said guide means
individually in allinement with the open ends of
said cartons as the latter are advanced, said rails
being formed for operation in response to ad

4. A machine for filling cartons of the open
ended type with containers of the type having
chines at their ends, the top and the bottom
Walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
to be inturned for engagement at their free edges
With the chines of the two end containers of a,
roW in a carton to retain the containers in the

Said means C. In other respects the machine
illustrated in Figures 25 to 30 of the drawings is,
or may be, generally the same as the machine
illustrated in Figures 1 to 24 of the drawings.
From the foregoing description considered in
connection with the accompanying drawings, it

is believed that the construction and mode of
operation of the present machine will be clearly
understood and that its advantages Will be ap
preciated. It is desired to point out, however,
that while only certain specific structural em

naeans to advance the containers alcing said
guide means in a linement with the open ends of
the cartons, respectively, said guide raeans in
cluding rails inclined to urge the containers in

65

of said tongues.

5. A machine for filling cartons of the open
ended type With containers of the type having
chimes at their ends, the top and the bottom
Walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
to be inturned for engagement at their free edges
With the chimes of the two end containers of a
roW in a carton to retain the containers in the

Carton, Said machine comprising means for ad
Vancing the cartons along a definite path in

70

itially with their tongues projecting outwardly
from the ends of their top and botton walls,
stationary cam rail means operable in response
to advance of said cartons to inturn said tongues,
means for advancing the containers along said

75 path individually in alinement with the open

27
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ends of Said containers, said guide means being

stationary and having portions thereof inclined

to advance of said cartons and the containers

following inturning of said tongues to insert the
containers into the cartons through their Open

5

to urge the containers into the cartons through
the open ends of the latter in response to ad
Vance of the cartons and the containers follow

ends.

ing inturning of the tongues of the latter.

6. A machine for filling cartons of the open

ended type with containers of the type having
chimes at their ends, the top and the botton
wails of the cartons having at their ends tongues

28

means in a linement individually with the Oper

ends of said cartons as the latter are advanced,
and stationary means also operable in response

O

9. A machine for filling cartons of the open
ended type with containers of the type having
chimes at their ends, the top and the bottom

Walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
to be inturned for engagement at their free edges
With the chines of the two end containers of a

to be inturned for engagement at their free

edges with the chimes of the two end contain
ers of a row in a carton to retain the contain
ers in the carton, said machine comprising
means for advancing the cartons along a defi
nite path initially with their tongues project
ing outwardly from the ends of their top and

row in a carton to retain the containers in the

Carton, Said machine comprising means for ad
Wancing the cartons along a definite path. With
their open ends disposed at the sides of said
path and with said tongues initially projecting
OutWardly from Said top and botton Walls, means
operable as said cartons are advanced to in
turn said tongues, container guide means ex

bottom Walls, stationary cam rail means Oper

able in response to advance of said cartons to
partly inturn said tongues, other means Oper
able as the cartons are advanced to completely
inturn the tongues of one of the carton Walls
to facilitate entrance of containers into the cal
tons through their open ends, means for ad

tending along the sides of said path, means for

chimes at their ends, the top and the bottom
Walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues

sitions parallel to the ends of the cartons.

feeding containers to Said guide means, and
means for advancing containers along Said guide
vancing the containers along said path individ 2 5 means in a linement individually with the open
ends of Said containers, said guide means each
ually in alignment with the open ends of the
including a plurality of rails certain of which
cartons, and stationary means operable follow
ing complete inturning of the tongues of Said are inclined to urge the containers into the car
tons through the open ends of the latter in re
one of said carton walls and in response to con
tinued advance of the cartons and the contain 30 Sponse to advance of the cartons and the con
tainers following in turning of the tongues of
ers to insert the containers into the cartons
the latter and other of which are inclined to tilt
through their open ends.
7. A machine for filling cartons of the open
the containers so that they are caused to enter
ended type with containers of the type having the cartons first cornerwise and finally in posi

10. A machine for filling cartons of the open
ended type with containers of the type having

to be inturned for engagement at their free edges

with the chimes of the two end containers of a
row in a carton to retain the containers in the

carton, said machine comprising means for ad
vancing the cartons along a definite, path in

chimes at their ends, the top and the bottom
walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
AO to be inturned for engagement at their free edges
with the chines of the two end containers of a
roW in a carton to retain the containers in the

itially with their tongues projecting outwardly
from the ends of their top and bottom Walls,
stationary cam rail means operable in response
to advance of said cartons to partly inturn Said
tongues, reciprocable finger means operable as
the cartons are advanced to completely inturn
the tongues of one of the carton walls to facili
tate entrance of containers into the cartons

through their open ends, means for advancing the
containers along said path individually in alline
ment with the open ends of the cartons, and
stationary means operable following complete
inturning of the tongues of said one of Said car
ton walls and in response to continued advance
of the cartons and the containers to insert the

carton, said machine comprising an endless
series of pocket elements movable along an end
leSS path, means for feeding to Said pocket ele
ments during their travel along said path car
tons in open condition with their tongues ex
tending out Wardly from the ends of their top

and bottom walls, cam means operable in re
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ended type with containers of the type having

row in a carton to retain the containers in the
vancing the cartons along a definite path with
their open ends disposed at the sides of Said
path and with said tongues initially projecting
outwardly from said top and bottom Walls, means
carton, said machine comprising means for ad

operable as said cartons are advanced to in
turn said tongues, container guide means eX

tending along the sides of said path, means for
feeding containers to said guide means, and
means for advancing containers along said guide

tongues inwardly into substantially right an
gular relationship to said top and bottom walls,

reciprocable elements cooperable With Said

pocket elements following said inturning of Said
55 tongues to further inturn the tongues of the

containers into the cartons through their open
ends.
8. A machine for filling cartons of the Open

chimes at their ends, the top and the bottom
walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
to be inturned for engagement at their free edges
with the chimes of the two end containers of a

Sponse to advance of Said cartons to turn said
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carton botton walls into overlying relationship
to said bottom Walls, container guide means ex
tending along the sides of said path, means for
feeding containers to said guide means, and
means for advancing said containers along said
guide means simultaneously with said cartons
and in allinement with the open ends of the lat
ter, Said guide means including plural rails cer
tain of which are inclined to urge the contain

65 ers into the cartons and othiers of which are

inclined to tilt the containers to cause then to

enter the cartons first cornerwise adjacent to the
top walls of the cartons and finally in positions
parallel to the ends of the cartons.
11. A machine for filing cartons of the open
ended type with containers, Said machine con
prising an endless series of open-sided pocket ele
ments movable along an endleSS path. With their
open sides disposed at the Sides of said path,
75 means for feeding cartons to Said pocket ele
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ments with the open ends of the cartons disposed
adjacent to the open sides of said pocket elements,

container guide means extending along the sides
of Said path, means for feeding containers to said
guide meais, and arms carried by Said pocket ele
ments and projecting beyond their sides to engage
tie containers and push them along Said guide
naians individually in alinement with the open
ends of said containers, Said guide heans includ
ing rais inclied to urge the containers into the
cartons responsive to advance of the cartons and
the containers along Said path and along Said
guide means, respectively.
12. A machine for filling cartons of the open
ended type with containers of the type having
chines at their ends, the top and the bottom

pocket elements and the containers.

5. In a machine for filling cartons of the open

0.

tending along the sides of said path, means to

Of the two end COintainers of a roW in a catch to

retain the containers in the carton, said machine

20

cartons in Substantially at collapsed condition
With the tongues thereof extending outwardly
from the ends of the carton top and botton walls,
an endless Series of pocket, elements nowable in
an endless path, means for transferring the
cartons individually from Said imagazine to

said pocket elements, respectively, and for set

ting then Up in open, condition in Said pocket
eieireints as the latter are advanced along
said path, reans operable during advance of said
pocket elements along said path to band the tip
portions of Said tongues relative to the base poir
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tions of said tongues to adapt Said tip portions to

engage the container chines adjacent to the bases 35
of the latter when said tongues are inturned and

containers are inserted into the cartons, means
thereafter operable during advance of said pocket
elementS to intuirin said tongues, and means subse
quently operable during advance of said pocket
elementS to insert containers into the cartons

gaging the lowermost carton of the stack and flex

ing it downwardly medially from the carton im
mediately thereabove, a reciprocable blade pro
jectable between said lowermost carton and the
carton immediately thereabove to separate said
lowermost carton from the cartons thereabove

containers to positions parallel with the ends of
the carton as the bottom portions of the con
tainers are urged into the carton, and means to
maintain downward pressure upon the medial

portion of the top wall of the carton during rais
ing of the containers to prevent the bottom wall
of the carton from being raised due to upward
flexing of the end portions of the top wall of the
16. The combination of elements as set forth
downward pressure upon the medial portion of
the top Wall of the carton comprises a member
in claim 15 in which the means to maintain
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carried by the bar for downward movement below

the latter to engage the top wall of the carton,
and Spring means constantly effective to urge said
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member downwardly.
17. The combination of elements as set forth
in claim 15 in which the means to maintain down

Ward pressure upon the medial portion of the
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and to Support the cartons thereabove during re
moval of the lowermost carton from the stack,
and a reciprocable bar Separate from said blade
projectable relative to Said blade to push the
lowermost carton of the Stack from the stack.
i4. In a machine of the character described, a

plurality of pocket elements each open at its
sides and top and closed at its front and rear and
bottom and movable along an endless path in
cluding a horizontal course, means for feeding to
said pocket elements as they advance along said

tainers along said path and along said guide
means, respectively, said guide means including
other rail means operable first to tilt, the con
tainers to cause them initially to enter the carton
cornerwise at their upper corners, then to raise
the containers to flex the end portions of the top
Wall of the carton upwardly to afford clearance
between the botton wall of the carton and the
bottons of the containers, and finally to tilt the

carton.

through their open ends.

13. In a machine of the character described,
a magazine to contain a stack of cartons in sub
stantially flat collapsed condition, means for en

ended type with containers, an open-top, open
sided pocket element closed at its front, rear and
bottom to contain an open-ended carton with the
Open ends of the carton disposed adjacent to the
Open Sides of Said pocket element, means for
InOWing Said pocket element along a substantially
horizontal path, a bar extending along said path
above said pocket element to hold the container
in Said pocket element, container guide means ex

move containers along said guide means with said
pocket element and in alinement with the open
ends of a carton eontained in said pocket element,
Said guide ineans including inclined rail means to
urge the containers into the carton in response
to advance of the pocket element and the con

Walls of the cartons having at their ends tongues
to be inturned for engagement with the chimes
comprising a magazine to contain a stack of the
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ends of the latter responsive to advance of the

top Wall of the carton comprises a member of
inverted U-shape in cross section superimposed
upon the bar and having side flanges extending
contiguously to the sides of the bar and project
able below the bar to engage the top wall of the
carton, means mounting said member upon the
bar for vertical movement relative thereto, and
Spring means constantly urging said member

downwardly relative to the bar to project said

flanges below the latter.

18. A machine as set forth in claim 12 in

which the means to bend the tip portions of the

path open-ended cartons with the open ends of

carton tongues comprises cooperating pairs of
roller's between which the tongues pass during
advance of the cartons, one roller of each pair

ually in a linement with the open ends of the

sence of a container from either end of any
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having a flange for cooperation with the other
the cartons disposed adjacent to the Open sides
of the pair to effect the bending.
of said pocket elements, container guide means 65 roller
19.
A
machine as set forth in claim 3 includ
extending along the sides of the horizontal course
ing means separate from said pocket elements for
of said path, means for feeding Containers to said
ejecting the filled cartons from the pocket ele
guide means, and arms projecting from the sides
ments.
of the rear walls of said pocket elements to en
gage containers fed to said guide means and to 70 20. A machine as set forth in claim 3 including
means operable to stop the machine in the ab
advance them along said guide means individ
cartons contained in said pocket elements, said
guide means including rails inclined to urge the

containers into the cartons through the open 75

carton when the latter reaches a predetermined
point in its travel.

21. A machine as set forth in claim 3 includ

2, 646,656.
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3.
ing means operable to stop the machine in the said guide means being stationary and having
different portions thereof differently inclined rel
ative to said path so as initially to urge the
containers cornerWise into the cartons, then to

absence of a container from either end of any

carton when the latter reaches a predetermined

point in its travel, and means operable to nullify
the action of said machine stopping means in

move the containers endwise relative to the car

tons to facilitate entering of the containers into

the absence of a carton from any given pocket
when said pocket reaches said predetermined
point in its travel.
22. A machine for inserting containers into

cartons, said machine comprising means for ad

10

the cartons, and finally to urge the containers
into the cartons to positions parallel to each
other and parallel to the ends of the cartons, all
in response to advance of the containers and

the cartons.
vancing the cartons along a definite path with
at least One end of each carton open and facing
EUGENE A. WAE.
a side of Said path, container guide means ex
WILHELMI BOEHL.
tending along Said Side of Said path, means for
feeding containers to Said guide means, means 5
for advancing the containers along said guide
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